I have recently (May 3) received an intimation from the Secretaries of the Royal Society that Lord Rayleigh has questioned the validity of my analysis* of the problem of bending of electric waves round a conducting obstacle, the ground of the criticism being that the short ness of the wave-length involves that the important harmonics in the expansion are of high order comparable with the ratio of the circum ference of the sphere to the wave-length, and th at for them the approximations in the paper are not valid. Subsequently I have learned th at M. Poincare has made a similar objection.
I have at once to admit the validity of the objection thus raised. As it appears that it is still to some degree uncertain what phenomena would be indicated by theory, I venture to submit the following correc tion and development of my analysis, which gives a solution of the problem agreeing with Lord Rayleigh's anticipation (p. 40, supra).
Starting from the expression for 0igiven on p. 254,
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Now for values of 6( = cos~V) which are not near may be replaced by cos (n + further, for values of n small compared with neglecting small quan tities, Xu is zero and R /t (z) is unity. Hence
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If any value of nx of n be chosen, and n is written rii + v, the * V |/2 quantities x«> <£«, can be expressed in the form A0 + Ai -+ A 2 -+ . . . therefore 2-is negative and-at most -of the order ;(n + on Tn'(z) being at most of the order unity; further, when z . -ap.-i, Tnlog 3, and as ni ncreases Tw diminishe cosh 2r" cos2 x« and sinh 2r.tt sin2 x» are less than unity and diminish rapidly as n increases ; also writing u + b = scosh t" = -b log 2 -z 8 cosh 8 + sin 3, bTn o ar " -6'
hence, unless 8 is small, rn is a large negative quantity, and therefore cosh 2t* cos2x», sinh 2r tt cos2x», hy the above, very small, whence it follows that cx«/3« is always very small. The series S2 and S0 there fore both vanish. It is known that neither un(z) or rn(z) can vanish for a value of ies the condition that n + | > -and the last 7T vanishes as u increases the value of < f> a is ir ; as n increases farther c/>it diminishes to zero. When z~(n + b) is writing n + J, = zs in a, where J,tt > a > 0,
bn " bn-z cos a hence is negative, and as ni ncreaseson to the order (u f \ ) ~ h is given by on c4>n = dn When z-(n + l) is of lower order than 1 + (--n -I) * * *1 whence, remembering that R';j, is negative and lv". is of the order nd (n + A)l, is negative and of the order (n + !)-i. When + J > on using the relation tan Similarly the value of n,for which a group of ter different from zero, is given by
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O X n u on on rs and remembering that is always very small, the corresponding value of n is as in the previous case. Now, when % + 4 = z sin sin -a tan x» -z COs 3a > and is, therefore, to the order required, zero, cos being unity, hence S--I K"(t cos210 e~2lKa siu therefore
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The value of 5-----is, therefore, for values of 0 which are not near Of^r-a to 0 or 7 r, given by Gold L eaf and Absorption Spectrum of Gold. [M ay 22, Therefore, when 0 is not small,^ vanishes to the .first order at uf^r-a, least, so th at there is no first order effect at a point on the surface of the sphere which is at a finite angular distance from the oscillator. A ttention is drawn to numerous irregularly distributed black lines which are to be seen in gold leaf examined with the microscope by transm itted light. These lines are shown to depend on the presence of minute wires or threads of the metal, unconnected with its crystal line structure, but produced in the process of gold beating by the stretching, along lines of weakness, of the animal membrane between sheets of which the gold is placed, thus developing minute trough-like Avrinkles into which the soft metal is forced.
The results are given of an examination of the absorption spectrum -in the visible, ultra-violet and infra-red regions-of metallic gold in a finely divided condition, as found in gold-coloured glass, and as reduced from dilute aqueous solutions of its salts.
